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The literature related to microwave and ultrasound working simultaneously is rather infrequent. The reason is obvious: 

microwave irradiation is of electromagnetic origin while ultrasound is a mechanical vibration energy. Moreover, the optimal 

settings for ultrasound propagation throughout a reaction media do not coincide with the conditions required for application of 

microwaves. Therefore, the challenge is to find a way to best combination of these sources of energy into one apparatus to allow 

researchers to take advantage of the features of each technology. 

The oldest paper describing such a combination – microwave and ultrasound is having just 20 years [1] and describe an apparatus 

which uses a probe system delivering ultrasound through decalin to a vessel holding the reagents dipped in the MW cavity (fig. 

1a). Another possibility using a normal MW oven is described by Peng [2] (fig.1b), but this setup is having radiation leakage 

problems and needs a proper protection. Ragaini et all proposed another type of setup [3] (fig. 1c), not easy to reproduce, but 

describing calibration and parameters which show an additive increase of thermal energy delivered when MW and US works 

simultaneous. 

       
Figure 1. Some MW-US simultaneous setups 

 

Few years ago, Cravotto and Cintas [4], disccussed for the first time the potential of using MW and US in sequential or tandem 

setups. Their paper discuss all possible setups for using mostly glass probe for devlivery of ultrasonic energy or classical setup 

(fig. 1a). Slowly the concept gain popularity and the paper of Lionelly and Mason [5] prompts to the potential industrial 

applications, naming the combination of microwave with ultrasound a hybrid technology. 

The challenge in using this “hybrid technology” is to find a vesatile and reproducible apparatus able to deliver both microwave 

and ultrasound at a full controlable parameters. In our laboratory we have and use the setup like in the fig. 1a, but the ultrasonic 

energy is delivered by an ultrasonic cleaning device attached to microwave device (SAIREM Miniflow 200SS). To achieve the 

above mentioned outcome we launched a project to build a device which could work with MW and US in tandem (as Cravotto 

mentioned [4]) using an US device able to deliver more than a single ultrasonic frequency at a full controlled power. It is our 

believe that such a device could significantly contribute to MW-US tandem equipment development.  

Based on our expertise and potential proposed interaction of US with reagents [6] we will investigate the influence (if any) of 

ultrasound upon MW field. In this paper we will present the earlier results of “Tandem Microwave Ultrasound” energy influence 

on chemical reagents. 
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